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FeelThere’s Airbus Series Vol. 2 is a detailed depiction of the fascinating world of Fly-By-Wire
technology as well as the Airbus’ high-end systems. Developed by highly qualified programmers and

with the help of active professional pilots, this add-on is the perfect entry into the universe of airliners.
Much of the modern technology and systems are typical to the Airbus philosophy. Whatever your

knowledge level - beginner or expert - the user's manual will teach you, step-by-step, all systems and
procedures.Features: Aircraft included: Airbus 320 CFM Airbus 320 IAE Airbus 321 CFM Airbus 321

IAEHead-up display to show all the necessary flight information. The HUD is useful to manually fly low-
visibility approaches.NAVIGATION SID/STAR Management Target Altitude: The target climb or descent
altitude is shown on the route with a blue arrow and its position is updated in real time. TOC Real-Time
Update: The position of the top-of-climb (TOC) point is computed in real time. SID/STAR filtering: When

a departure or arrival runway is selected, only the SID/STAR procedures that apply for the selected
runway are displayed. Flight Plan Display: As the aircraft flies toward the next waypoint, the displayed

distance to the next waypoint is updated in real time. Approach Speed: The managed speed on
approach depends on the flap handle position instead of depending on the flaps position - like in the

real aircraft. This makes the approach the approach smoother with less variation of engine
power.SYSTEMS Electricity: All the electric devices, such as lights (landing, taxi, beacon, strobes) and
the 6 EFIS screens (PFD, ND, E/WD and SD) are properly managed and can be switched ON only if the

appropriate electric source is available, APU, GPU or engine generator. Alert Clear and Recall: The
alerts displayed on the E/WD can be cleared and recalled if necessary. Fly-by-Wire (auto-coordination):

The fly-by-wire system provides auto-coordination. The rudder pedals are active, even if auto-
coordination is active. This allows you to "kick" the aircraft - very important with crosswind, like in the

real aircraft. Computed Speeds: The FACs (Flight Augmentation Computers) are in
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FSX Steam Edition: Airbus Series Vol. 2 Add-On Features Key:
Activate

- Domain 9-History-Service-Aircraft-2-FSX-Steam-Edition_V2.apk
Overview

- ACM Flight Simulator 2003 (Aircraft Carrier Management)
- Airbus A310 (AMX-TSV)

Playtime
- 150 minutes

- Only 1 real aircraft and mission set
Price

- Free / trial (Gold version)

Introduction

Flight Simulator, made by Microsoft, is one of the most famous games for Windows. This classic can boast
over 10 years of existence and the most trusted of titles in this genre. It has been able to offer an impressive
amount of realism and a very intuitive gameplay thanks to the technology of today. This tool has reached
extraordinary quality despite its age: it offers a level of immersion unparalleled in the industry.

Microsoft classic Flight Simulator opens the path to a new experience: the illusion of reality is closer than it
has ever been and the player is equipped with the perfect tools to find it. Fly with all your favorite aircrafts
and land on more than 40,000 authentic airports.

Flight Simulator: Steam Edition is developed by Fools Sky and is the only tool to present a complete and easily
comparable experience to the classic Flight Simulator from Microsoft.

Content

This add-on is a simulator and is not a standalone game. It requires the FSX Steam Edition full version (given
to you during its download) to work. When activating the aircraft, another tool will appear inside the FSX
Steam Edition.

ACM Flight Simulator is an add-on recommended only for the professional player and is highly appreciated by
the community. The Airbus A310 and the carrier AMX-TSV flight model are more realistic than any other
airplane in the world. And there are many other inside the aircraft!
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